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A b s t r a c t

The sum rules are suggested which allow one to calculate

the eleotron widths of excited vector mesons of the j , ]/ ,

(" meson family assuming the values of their masses to be

known. The calculated values of the electron widths agree with

experiment.
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I. Introduction

The purpose of this work is to obtain in QCD the sum rules

which allow one to calculate the electron widths of vector mesons

from the ̂
 t

~y » ? meson family assuming their masses to

be known. The sum rules connected with the expansion in negative

Г1 2T

momenta
1
- * -'allow one, in principle, to calculate only the ground

state widths. The sum rules connected with the expansion in posi-

tive momenta*-^**-'contain excited vector mesons but if these sum

rules are considered as equations for determining the electron

widths, then because of insufficient exactness of these equat-

ions it was impossible to calculate the electron widths. In this

paper I shall obtain the sum rules which make it possible to

determine the electron widths of excited vector mesons of the

d/ , ~Y , <? families assuming their masses to be known.

The paper is arranged as follows. In the second Section I obtain

in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics the sum rules which allow

one to calculate the value / ) ^ C9)j from the known values of

the energy levels E, . We shall consider the potential providing

confinement ( V(*) -5> <*» at 2 - * c » ) and asymptotic

freedom ( VC*>) —O ). She consideration will be such that the

going over to QCD will not encounter with difficulties but will

be done by a simple re-denotion of the corresponding quantities.

In the third Section the sum rules for QCD will be obtained.

Using these sum rules we obtain the formulae v/hich express the

electronic widths of excited vector теаопз versus their masses

and calculate according to these formulae the electron widths of

the mesons in view. In Conclusion the electron widths of the у

family will be obtained with the help of a graph and the elect-
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ron widths of the у meson ground state (9,46) «111 be also

obtained.

2. Sum Rules in Zfonrelativiatic Quantum Mechanics

In this Section we obtain with a methodical purpose the sun

rules in nonrelativxstic quantum mechanics. These sum rules will

allow us to calculate the value of the excited wave function at

zero / ̂
к
<-°)1 according to the known energy levele E- . It will

appear that the developed in this Section formalism can easily be

transferred onto QCD. The sum rules in nonrelativistic quantum

mechanics applying to the ground state was considered in ref. ̂ J.

Bearing in mind the asymptotic freedom in QCD and quark confine-

ment, we shall consider the motion in a spherically-symmetrical

infinitely increasing at Z-*»**
0
 potential. At the origin of co-

ordinates the potential is zero» \/С°)~О ,

Consider the spectral representation for the time Green

function at imaginary time and coinciding spatial coordinates

In the considered potential at small t function-^^v mist go

over into the free Green function

С 2)А &фь
At small <- the summation in formula (1) can be replaced by

integration and it can be written



(

Ул.
(3)

о
If eq.(3) is considered as an integral equation for the function

UP (o)\ ~r- then this equation can easily be solved and

with the found solution / т* ^°" cen be expressed via

the derivative

Hereafter we assume that the energy B^ considered as a function

of the number к is a smooth function of variable k, so that it

has a sufficient nunber of derlvatires with respect to к .

Bq. (4) in quasiclassical approximation was obtained in refs.
 L
 i

It is evident that at the above derivation the validity of eq. (4)

has been proved only for large к . At the first sight it seems

that formulae (3),(4) can be easily specified if the first cor-

rection of perturbation theory will be added to the r.h.a. of

eq.(3). In fact, this is not so and it can be easily seen on an

example of harmonic oscillator. If we take into account the first

perturbation correction, then Jft
o
 C^) will be replaced by

^ eq.(3)

with such a right-hand side hes no solution at all. Уог defining

the accuracy of eq.(4) applying it to small к we considered the

Schrcdinger equation with the following potentials:

(1) harmonic oscillator W * O = ""? -

*- о *-</Z

(2) a box with infinite walls \/(г) -
 y

 . _

oo s. ̂ /4
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О ) linearly increasing potential.

For these potentials the analytical expressions for E, and

\Ч
/
'к. <•<>}] are imown. Therefore the accuracy of eq.("4) can be

verified on an example of these three potentials. It appeared

that \*Рк£'>}\*'' determined with respect to eq.(4) differ fro»

the exact values very little. So, for the ground states k«0 the

accuracy of eq.(4) is 4> 2J6. for excited states k > 0 the accura-

cy of eq.(4) ie portions of per cent, notice that though eq.(4)

is proved for large k, it is not a quasiclassical formula. So, if

one takes for C* and / TU (•")! their quasiclassical va-

lues, then at вяе.11 к the r.h.and l.h. sides of formila (4) co-

incide only by the order of magnitude. Let us determine the ap-

roximted Green function by

£ Е е

}
 L

* C5)
where we introduce the notation £•# — «

 л
 .

It should be expected from the considered example's that the

approximated Green function yM^V coincide* with the exact one

up to a few per cent at any *X * Therefore everywhere hereafter

we «hall consider the function J»C^J and find £ < related
z

to Ifn^0)) by foraula (4) froa the known S^ • She free Green

function - * '~~~ i« ob/tained tram J^C^J if suaaation In foraula

(5) ie replaced by integration. Ihe fact that at not too saall

"C the exact Green function differs froa the tree one is due

to that when the sum in formula (1) ie replaced by integral, a

number of terse which should be taken into account, are neglec-

ted.

Vhen replacing suaaation by integration we will uee the
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well-known Baler Mscloren foxmila (В.М.У.) which will be written

(6)

where

are Bersulli xnmbera, R ia the B.H.?. reeidual t e n which

can be written ae

7
»>

О 6. & 4 4- . She first fire Berrmlli number* ere equal to

B
o
-1, B^-1/2, B

2
-1/6, B

4
—1/30, B

6
-1/42. All the Bernulli

bers from the odd шшЬег are zero,
 B
?v+1

 a
 °» except Tor JB- • To

derive the B.M.P. it is ueceesary for the function ?(k) to have

2n continuous derivatives in к . The 5.Ж.7, will effectively

work if these derivatives are not too large. Let us eaphasize

that the B.M.?. contains fiaite number of teras and ia exact.

With the help of the BoM.1
1
. foreula (5) can be written as

(9)

where
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fe

Vote that the extra term A-M(.T) has no direct relationskip

«1th the power corrections of perturbation theory but is a cor-

rection arising when summation In formula (5) is replaced by

integration. So, if the exact solution of the Schrodinger equat-

ion is кэюод as for three considered potentials, the quantities

S Q entering the r.h. aides of the sum rules are known exactly,

i.e* with taking account of all the orders of perturbation theo-

ry. If the exact solution of the Schrodinger equation is unknown,

then S Q should be considered as unknown parameters. Our aim is

to write such sum rules with no unknown parameters 1С at all£.

Let us known obtain the sum rules froa which £ can be

calculated with respect to the known energy levels. Pore the set

of sums and apply the E.M.P. to then



where

is the weight function which will be chosen such

that the terms with unknown numbers E_*' ( £> J ) will drop

out from the sun rules, or at least that they would enter with

very small coefficients. The simplest such function is

Substitute the weight function (13) into formula (12). After

simple manipulations we get

we neglect the rest terms in the r.h.s. of eq.(14) since there

are quite small coefficients at them.

Introduce instead of variable t the new dimensionless

variable

(15)

and notation*

(16)
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Since Klj( ~ E__i
 r
~

f
 В_ - Д»_-}# the tera В„_

х

 c
"-jy#^ can be

neglected. As a result, eq.(14) in new variables takes the form

** Vx^*- (18)

At small x in the sum (18) many terms are essential, at large

x the first term is essential but at very large x , the bounda-

ry terms should not be neglected and therefore it is invalid,

nevertheless, there are such z*s at which the first term in the

sum (18) can be remained while the r.h. and l.h.sides in eq, (18)

will be equal with a reasonable accuracy ('- 10x2055).

Let us remain the first term (k=n) in the sum (18) and write

(18) as

Х
У л
е * i

mm
 - /y (

19)

She r.h. e. of (19) i s x-independe&t, le t us find at which x

the l .h .s . of eq»(19) will be also x-independent;. To this end,

differentiate eq. (19) ever x . At x*3/2 the derivative from the

l .h .s . of eq.(19) i s zero. At x»34 i f i t i s assumed that

£<*)~£">~£m-£m-t the term

neglected in eq. (14) is f" 7% from the ground term /Vx*'*- .

Substituting x-3/2 into (19) we find in the zero approximation

the value c.



E
m
 -^^ (

Ь
«-^»-* ) (20)

Bq. (20) for E£ can be easily specified if one takes into

account the next level. Рог this, determine E^] in the zero ap

proximation using eq. (20) and remain two first terns in eq. (18).

As a result we get

Let us test formulae (21),(22) on potentials for «hien the solut-

ion of the Sckrodinger equation is known:

(1) haraonie oscillator \/(ъ) - A^r-"^"

Ihe eqs.(21),(22) calculation gires S
n
 « 0.044,

 n

- 1,08 *S.uD , (Z^bi » 1,03»«^i*; . Hie exact та1ие ^

(2) The linearly rising potential
 щ
 \JC^-f" *-

S, , 0.085. djD). . 1.89 (gf* . «?\ . 1.
И ш enact Talue B^

1 )
 * 1.56 {f/^Jy

5
 * *oz- higher levels the

accuracy is better.

(3) a box with infinite walls

S^- 0.0012, (B
n

( 1 )
)v= (

i о

The exact value 2^ ' * ̂ JT"**- *
 P o r

 ^«ber levels the accuracy

is better.

A rather low accuracy ot eqs.(21),(22) ipllying to the
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potential: "a box with infinite walls" is because of the fact

that in thitj potential the contribution of higher levels is very

snail, and therefore the higher derivatives are rather large.

Other weight functions, for example £(.Е
<
)*5Г'~ZC£-£) ?

were also considered, lae results are weakly dependent of th<?

weight function, nevertheless, it should be mentioned that the

weight function J (SK J - e~ x C£K ~£"). С£л -£~)5

is better for the box with infinite walls ( %
л
 « 0.04,

t
n
 - ' jTZTi* )• I* sees» that the best weight function

is that at which the contribution ot the next level has title order

of 10f20 from the lowest level.

3. Sum Rules in flCD.

In this Section we obtain the sum rules in QCD which allow

us to calculate the electron widths of excited vector mesons

( d/ , "1/^" , Ф meson family). Рог definiteness, we will consi-

der the Ф meson family. Consider the polarization operator con-

nected with the chanced quark current fl
c
 (•*>) and write the

dispersion relation for fi

* ) * - * "
 ( 2 3 )

where

V™ / t
a
 v. \ - — ' • с

 ( 2 4 )

We consider the approximation of infinite number of narrow

resonances with the masses JM» , and the electron widths Г
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In this approximation

In the following the parameters in the sum rules will be chosen

such that they would be sensitive only to the low lying resonan-

ces which are narrow. One should not be enbarassed that the reso-

nant structure at s > (4.5) GeV^ is not seen because resonances

at these s expand and fuse into a fluent curve. The polarizat-

ion operator Г7 £*>) in this approximation will be written as

(27)

Transform the sun (26) into integral with B.M.F.

(28)

where the derivatives in the r.h.a. of eq.(28) are taken with

respect to к at k«0. We assume that the mass of the k-th reso-

nance considered ae a function of к is continuous and has a suf-

ficient number of derivatives with respect to k.

write the integral term in eq.(28) as
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(29)

JH
a
 is the lowest resonance паев.

3 J с*'-*)Ъ' (30)

and

(3D

Q * 2/b is the c-quark charge. The asymptotic behaviour of the

polarization operator /7-^*J
 a
t large negatiTe s ia determined

by the integral term (29) and therefore if one introduces the

notation

then at large a the function X^CtJ oust satisfy the integral

equation

(33)
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She solution of eq.(33) allows one to express the electron width

Г*
6
- via the derivative i

( 3 4 )

Eq. (34) «as obtained in quasiclassical approximation in ref. ̂ •*,

All the following calculations are performed analogously to

quantum mechanics, one should only replace £K by

№<*>!*' by Г^
 %

?
The resultant suia rules are

*5Ч. * - • и„*/2. • ' > (35)

where

(37)

(38)

Replacing Ь^^УИ^ by ̂
M
 -***>"* in formulae

(22), (24) we obtain tor (fit ' / the following formulae

(39)



u

The experimental data taken from refs. L °» Jtor f and К

families are given in Table I. Making use of the mass values we

get:

for the Y -family

x" °'
1 2
* %," 2,8.10~

9
 , Г » 0,17, ar-1,2.10"

4
 (41)

for the Y family

^t - 0,15, S^'0,13, S^=8,6.1O"
3
, ^ » 0,17 (42)

The values \Jfi
A
 L, for both families are given in Table I. Uote

that if a higher resonance is unknown, the corresponding S~

is equalled to zero. In this case (_~
/
'̂„ УгЛ

 a n
^ *

ne
 electron

width (Се) , seems to be overestimated. Perhaps, this is due

to ths overestimated value {/
ЛА
 J,, for V^ and v mesons

coasparing to experimental values (f } for these mesons,

-family in theoretical formulae

is obtained by replacing д -»'/f^ , Cx
c
~*Qg ~ / o

. To calculate the electron widths of excited ^

and 1/̂  families one should know the masses of c- and b-quarka.

The quantities R^° and R^°' contain c- and b-quark masses with

no radiation correction. This is connected with the fact that the

sum rules contain physical masses of mesons and therefore we

assume that all the radiation.corrections enter the values of

these masses and the values/in the r.h.s. of the sum rules. For

the c-quark mass such a mass is calculated in ref. *- and for it

m. a 1.25 GeV is obtained. This value was exploited in all foxnu
0
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lae.Consequently, in the calculation of the electron widths of

excited у family free parameters were absent.

The b-quark mass determined analogously is uknown and we

determined it in a way for the calculated electron width of ̂

meson ( /g. ^LJ*
0 coincide with its experimental value(fg^)

Рог the b-quark паев it was obtained ш = (4.1+0.3) GeV. This va-
p •*

lue of the b-quark mass entered all formulae. The usually given
r-i-n

mass values m
o
«1.4 GeV and 11̂ *4.8 GeV

L J
 differ from those of

this work because they were calculated taking into account radi-

ation corrections. The nonrelativistic quantum mechanics experi-

ence of the sum rule treating (Sec.2) shows that perturbation

corrections should not be taken into account to avoid double

counting. Jit a chosen BUSS n.«4* 1 GeV the quantity R.£ C^** J

weakly depends on n , varying from Kg t^oJ - 0.23 to /b
/ /y (•*•) )

• 0,28. Table I presents also the values ^-//7

Л
 / calculated

according to experimental data//^^y using formula (34-) at

given mass values m «1.25 &eV and 11̂ =4.1 GeV. Note that quite a

simple formula Jft
A
 •^zjH

rt
-^i

ff
^

l
 reasonably describes the experi-

ment. The values calculated according to this formula for the-/**/

family are the following:

± * 0.59, JHj, » 0.084, -/̂ 3 * 0.26, Д , » 0.13,

Ad & J

Ji
s
 ш 0.26.

Рог the у -family

* l ^ M**) AJL*} ftlO)

Jn4 - 0.56, JW, » 0.33, j f L - 0.22, У/у - 0.29,
Л

5
 - 0.15.

She obtained formulae can be used for calculating the ^j

D
 со)

 L
t) г

Ъ/

meson electron width. Рог this A^ ~^K sr /• should be

replaced. The light quark mass can be neglected. She experimental
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values of the у,
 a n d

 I r- Basses and electron widths are taken

from transparencies of the Silvermann's rapporteur talk*- at

the Leipzig Conference on nigh energy physics. The experimental

values of masses and electron widths of all the rest mesons

(except for (P -meson) are taken from the recent review*- -"on

the elementary particle properties . She £t, meson electron

widths given in Table I are taken from refs. L * J. Hote the

following interesting experimental fact. The values(Mo Ja*o

for all three families у , y^ » <P coincide up to experi-

mental errors.

4. Conclusion

Let us plot for the у -family the meson number n on the

abscissa axis and its mass Jn y\ on the ordinate axis. Let us

draw a fluent curve through these points (graph 1). The tangents

to this curve at the points n» 0.1,... 5 determine the values

M
(J-) С д. <*))

Jit . which should be compared with(•/''„ y*X*« * °
r
 derive-

ЛЛ */ *

tives "/^"the following values are obtained:

•M
o
 - 1.16, Л

х
 ж 0.42, Jn

x
 = 0.28, Jt

b
 * 0.21,

M' « 0.21, ^ * - 0.13.

/АЛ L£'Iwhich agree well with the values [/"* /.given in Table I. The

n-dependence of Jftm through the first four mesons is monotonous

therefore it is natural to trust the values of the derivative

J" * for these n • It is possible that the curve irregulari-

ty in the region of Yy and V^ mesons disappears in the cour-

se of improving the experimental data. The analogous curve for

the у -family exhibits at least two bends and for this reason

one cannot reliably determine Д , ' from the di*«ra*. Perhaps,

these bends are because of the fact that Я/* -aecon is, with
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respect to the potential model 1D, a state and it should not be

included into analysis. Note that the potential- model prediction

for the /^ meson electron width agrees rather similarly with

experiment as predictions of this work. For /£, -meson, the

potential model predictions give for the fy meson electron

width a value by an order of magnitude smaller than the experi-

mental one. Рог these reasons we did not take into account the

conclusions of the potential model at all.

Ihe author is indebted to M«B.Voloehin and B.L.Ioffe for

useful discussions.
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Table I

fo

%

Гч

X
X
X
X
X
X

Si

3096.9+0.1

3686+C.1

3770+3

4030+5

4159+20

4415+6

9460.0+0.3

10023.4+d.3

10355.5+0.5

10573 +4

10866 +9

11020 +8

769 +3

1590 +20

O.063+O.OO9

0.215+0.40

25+3

52+10

78+20

43+20

O.O44+O.OO7

О.ОЗО+О.ОО5

0.018+0.005

14+5

154+5

260+10

/ ^

0.56

0,09

0.23,

0.14.

0.28,

0.52,

0.31

0.23

0.26

0.17

0.89

1.17+0.10

0.45+0.05

О.О56+О.О1

0.16+0.03

0.16+0.05

0.10+0.03

1.27+.0.13

0.52+0.05

0.35+0.05

0.23+0.05

О.2О+.О.О5

0.075+0.02

1.25+0.07

О.5О+О.О4

г.ъъ+ол*

fa?

2.54

0.42

1.08

0.66

1.34

o.£o

0.31

0.24

0.28

0.17

5.03

4.60+0.39

2.05+0.21

0.257+0.046

0.75+0.15

0.77+0.23

0.49+0.13

1.10+.0.12

0<r 507+0. 051

0.362+0.05

0.24O+.0.O53

0.21 +.0.05

0.08 +0.02

7.08 +0.38

2.8+0.20^3

7.5±1.5t13^

The calculated values of the electron widths

compared with the experimental values ifce.)c/P £or

families.
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